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Abbreviations 
 

1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person 

ANAPH anaphoric 

AUX auxiliary 

CF contrary-to-fact 

CM noun-class marker 

COMP completive 

CONT contingent 

DS (following clause has) different subject  

DU dual 

DUR durative 

FEM feminine 

FUT future 

GNOM gnomic 

IMPER imperative 

INT intentive 

LOC locative 

M masculine 

NOMZR nominalizer 

NS non-singular 

PL plural 

POSS possessive 

PQ polar question 

PREVACT previous action 

PUSQ punctiliar sequence 

QM quotation marker 

RECP recent past 

REP repetitive 

RP remote past 

SEQ sequential 

SG singular 

SIM simultaneous 

SS (following clause has) same subject 

TOP topicalizer 

U undergoer 

youpela you plural 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Structure of this paper 
This paper will take in turn each of the non-final verb suffixation paradigms, explaining what they signify 

and when they are used. We will not give detailed breakdowns in interlinear examples of verbs other than those 
that are the focus of discussion. 

1.2 The language of the Akoye 
The traditional land of the people who call themselves and their language Akoye is in the Kaberope Census 

District, Kotidanga Subdistrict, Kaintiba District of the Gulf Province of Papua New Guinea. However, most of 
the Akoye have moved to Kerema or Port Moresby, west to the Pipo Creek area of the Lohiki River, or to other 
parts of Papua New Guinea. Perhaps 300 remain in the Kaberope area. There are another 200-300 speakers in 
Kerema and surrounding areas, another 100-200 in Port Moresby, and 100 or so in Pipo. Because the population 
in Kaberope, specifically around Wäikuna village, is the most stable, it is this population which has been the 
subject of this grammatical study, which is the result of fieldwork conducted between May 1983 and May 1999. 

Akoye is the southwesternmost member of the Angan stock-level family of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum 
of non-Austronesian languages (Wurm 1975:312). It is a synthetic/agglutinative verb-final language with words 
in all syntactic classes. Words other than adverbs and loan nouns consist of at least two morphemes.  Verbs in 
particular are polymorphemic, and are divided on the basis of morphology into States and Activities.  The latter 
category is also divided, most likely according to the degree of change undergone by the Undergoer1, those 
more affected being prefixed for perfective aspect.  All final verbs are suffixed according to subject person and 
number, time, evidentiality, and focus. All non-final verbs carry some degree of contrastive suffixation. Apart 
from one paradigm that indicates immediate sequence by the same subject, all have marking that distinguishes 
singular subjects from plural subjects, some distinguish person, and some take an optional nominal suffix that 
matches the subject. 

Akoye has the following phonemes, with their orthographic representations below them:  

p t k m n f s w y i e   u o 

o s j l m e r v x h d ` « t n

The stops o, s,  and j, as well as e are voiceless word-initially and after non-high to high vowel sequences, i.e., 
`h, «h, `t, nh, etc. They are voiced following nasals and 90% of single vowels, e.g., `ohs`e«ljnm 
[´.bi.R´»vå.mk o)] ‘it became ripped’. We are not totally certain why some occurrences of these segments are not 
voiced, so in cases where it they do not voice, the orthography marks it with an apostrophe preceding the 
segment, e.g., `Ìe`n [´»fç] ‘person’. This problem is discussed at length (however inconclusively) in Whitney 
(forthcoming). 

2. SAME-REFERENT PARADIGMS 
Same-referent paradigms are also known as “Same Subject” constructions, because the grammatical subject 

of the following clause is the same as in the clause being considered. 

2.1 Singular-plural distinction 
 

Singular Plural 

,` ,`Ìe` 

Table 1: Singular-plural distinction 

                                                           
1The term Undergoer is defined in Foley and Van Valin (p. 29) as "the argument which expresses the participant which does 

not perform, initiate, or control any situation but rather is affected by it in some way". 
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This paradigm consists of suffixation that is contrastive only for singular and plural, as exemplified in 
examples 1 and 2. 
 1) Mhx,` `lsnx`sde` sds`j`9 M`j` «er«ed m`ls`ls`m`- 

go.up-SS having.seen said my plant.sp I.will.pick.QM 
‘She went up and having seen it said this: “I’ll pick my äfsäfe.”’ 

 2) Hv`d odx` «r`x,`Ìe` m`m`e`mdm`> 
food how? put.in.bamboo-PL.SS you.PL.will.eat.QM 
‘[They said,] “How will you  put food in bamboo [to cook it] and eat it?”’ 

This denotes actions which are sequential.  

Juncts of this type may incorporate intransitive non-final verbs into transitive final clauses, as in example 3. 
 3) Dx`s`m v`mj` nxdx` mhx`o` sdls`j`9 

during.that 3SGPOSS children.U came.up SG.said.this.to.3U 
‘While that was going on, he came up and said this to his children: [“...”]’ 

Clearly nxdx` ‘[to] the children’ is the object of sdls`j` ‘he said this to them’. However, the overt object is 
placed before mhx`o` ‘[he] came up and’, breaking up the final clause. This makes the whole sequence of 
actions more compact than the alternative of using two clearly separate clauses, as in example 4. 
 4) mhx`o`sde` v`mj` nxdx` sdls`j`9 

having.come.up 3SGPOSS children.U SG.said.to.3U 
‘having come up he said this to his children: [“...”]’ 

2.2 Simple sequence 
 

Regular verbs Vowel-final verb stems 

,`l` ,«Ìo` 

Table 2: Simple sequence 

This paradigm marks the fact that the first action will be completed before the second action begins, but that 
the two verbs can be considered as one action. The second verb in all known cases is a motion verb. 
 5) M`j` hv`d m`m`l` lo`ls`- 

my food eat.then 1/2SG.will.come 
‘I’ll be back after I eat.’ 

 6) @llh m`lm`l` mnÌe` hl`j`j« 
banana.stalk harvest.then go.down.PL hung.up.PL 
‘They picked a stalk of bananas, then went down and hung it up.’ 

 7) E`v`o` r`j« ms`x`l` m`x`&e`sd&e` sdev«e`m`j«9 @`o`m`- 
thorax firstly gut.then having.done.that they.thought.this night.QM 
‘They got the innards out of the [man’s] thorax, then having done that they thought this: “It’s 
night.”’ 

 8) J`mj` ``jv«h e«h m`l`x` dlv`l` e«h m`l`x` dlv`l` hm« 
his eya other take put.then other take put.then and.then  
`lsnx` nl`x`sde` v«x`on en j`mj`x` `m`j`- 
see sit.COMP eel other cook ate 
‘He took one eye and put it [in its socket], took the other eye and put it [in its socket], then once he 
was sitting there able to see he cooked an eel and ate it.’ 

While the vast majority of occurrences of this paradigm is in verbs which precede a verb of motion, examples 7 
and 8 show that this is not necessarily the case.2 The suffixation in example 5 actually consists of two 

                                                           
2 We will not discuss here whether or not these examples are the result of a performance problem on the part of the speakers, 

choosing to note these examples in passing. 
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morphemes, the suffix ,`l and a default ,`, both of which can be replaced. The ,`l is replaced by ,«Ìo in 
verbs ending in vowels, as in example 9.3 
 9) M`j` rno`s«`v« m`l«Ìo` lod- 

my smoking.pipe take.then come.IMPER 
‘Get my smoking-pipe and come.’ 

There is no contrast between singular and plural in this paradigm. Because singular and plural imperative forms 
are also the same, example 9 could be spoken equally to an individual or a group. 

This paradigm takes an optional personal pronoun marker suffix (see Table 17). When a personal pronoun 
suffix occurs, the final vowel of the simple sequence marker is elided, as in examples 10 and 11. 
 10) Aljt ``jv`x« m`l«Ìodo` x«x` `v`j`- 

secretly eyes take.then.FEM fright went 
‘She secretly took the eyes then got out of there.’ 

 11) Xno« v`x`Ìe` mnm«Ìo`v` lo`Ìe` xnj«`v` --- 
whole clear.garden leave.then.MPL come.PL sleep.MPL 
‘They cleared the whole garden, and having quit they came and after they had slept, ... ’ 

 12) Rne` s`d ms,`l,n mtj`m dod o«v` v`ls«ehj`Ìs`jv`- 
S** voice utter-SEQ.SS-M go.SEQ.DS FEM.U go.past.SS rescue.1NS.RP 
‘After Sofa yelled and went we went and rescued her.’ 

The choice between using the default ,` and specifying a pronoun seems to be entirely a matter of speaker 
preference. In both cases, the subject of the following clause is overwhelmingly4 the same as that of the present 
clause. While the average persistence5 of the subject of the specified clauses is half again that of the unspecified, 
9 and 6 respectively, both have recorded persistences of 15 or greater, so there does not seem to be any 
discourse consideration that would force the choice of one over the other. 

2.3 Completed action sequence 
 

 sg du pl 

1 ,l«hs`   

2  ,`sde` ,`sdÌe` 

3    

Table 3: Completed action sequence 

This paradigm denotes that the action of the first clause is finished before the second clause begins. This 
differs from the paradigm in 2.2 in that the two clauses are considered more as two separate events, the second 
contingent on the first, rather than one action. Example 13 is from a procedural text about making an hourglass 
drum. 
 13) S«onx«d m`l`x` l`o`x`s`v«r` hm« m`l`x`sde` 

bush.knives take.then cut.lengthwise.DUR then take.COMP 
  s«onÌjhs«h m`l`x` l``j`o` `rts«e`sde` mnm«e«nm«h 

knife take.then mouth cut.around.opening.COMP desist.1PLM 
  l``j`o` o`s«e`sde` hm« m`o«e`mj«nm«h- 

mouth cut.crosswise.COMP then cover.GNOM.1PLM 
‘We take our bushknives and cut it lengthwise, then take it and get a knife and cut around the 
mouth, and when we’re done with that we cut off the mouth and then we cover it.’ 

                                                           
3 An exception to the is rule is the verb odr`, ‘put’, which takes the ,`l, suffixation. 
4 That is, over 99% of the time. 
5 Persistence is Bugenhagen’s term for the number of successive clauses in which the referent in the clause under 

consideration is “‘present’ in some sense” (personal communication). 
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While the ‘taking’ of the tools6 is very closely related to the action performed with them and thus only 
minimally suffixed, the verbs marked with the completive suffixation, ‘cut around’ and ‘cut crosswise’, clearly 
mark separate steps in the process of making the drum. 

2.4 Repeated action sequence 
 

 sg Du pl 

1  ,`s`lm`jv` 

2 ,`s`lm`j` 

3   

,`e`lm`j` 

Table 4: Repeated action sequence 

This paradigm denotes that the action in the clause was repeated.  
 14) Nxn j`mt «« ms`on hjv`x«r`m j`m` `lo`x«d 

boy 3SGPOSS.mother.POSS bag beyond lay.out.DS.SEQ 3SGPOSS.mother kaukau  
  hmjnx`s`lm`j` l`l«o`x`j`- 

rinse.REP piled 
‘After the boy had laid out his mother’s net bag over there, his mother rinsed the kaukau7 and piled 
it up [on it].’ 

 15) DÌj`m ljvd ms`s`lm`j` j`mj` ««xn tj«hxn `j«sdo` m`v`s`lm`j` 
then crying say.REP her bag’s handle she.holding go.REP  

  ljvdm e«hxn o`x`j`- Mj`ls`s`h m`v`s`hm` 
crying.and on.the.road searched where.unknown went?.QM 

  s`s`lm`j` v«x`s` o`x`shx« sdls`j`9 Xd+ mjdx`ls`m`> 
say.REP checking search.DUR said faeces what.will.I.do.QM 
‘Then repeatedly crying she took her net bag by the handle and went around crying and searched 
along the road. She kept on saying, “Where did he go?”,8 and after checking and searching along 
for a while, she said, “... what am I going to do?”’ 

In example 14, the repeated action is the rinsing of each individual kaukau. The repetition of the words “Where 
[on earth] did he go?” is similarly clear. The repetition of ‘crying’ and ‘going’ is somewhat less clear to an 
English audience, but the former may perhaps be thought of as a series of concentrated and unconcentrated 
crying, and the latter as going in different directions sequentially. 

In contrast with the paradigm in 2.6, the action in this paradigm contributes to or harmonizes with the action 
in the final verb. 

                                                           
6 It may be that ‘drum’ is the object of the verb ‘take’ in at least some of the cases here. The verb has a very wide range of 

meanings, including ‘take up [your hand from the ground before I step on it]’, ‘marry’, ‘fall victim to [a disease]’, and 
others. 

7 Kaukau: Pidgin for species of “sweet potato”. I will use the Pidgin word in this paper because it is shorter, and I consider 
“sweet” a misnomer. 

8 The verb s ‘say’ in isolation takes a prefixed m, in many TAM situations. Quotes are usually indicated by the formulae 
sdls`j`9 --. ‘he said this: ...’, or a following ---- Dls`j`- ‘.... He said that.’ (Mutatis mutandi for other persons and TAM.) 
In these cases, the cataphoric and anaphoric markers, respectively, function in place of the prefix. In the present clause of 
this example, the quote functions in place of the prefix. 
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2.5 Durative action sequence 
 

 sg du pl 

1 ,`s`m` ,`s`v«r` 

2   ,`s`ehx« 

3  ,`shx«  

Table 5: Durative action 

This paradigm denotes action that continues for a long period of time. 
 16) Nxn V`o` «e«l m`v`shx« m«h nl`x` mdll«e` `lsnx`j`9 

boy Wapa in.bush go.DUR we sit arrive saw  
  @m`x`l+ v`s`jvd- 

dug.out ground 
 ‘The boy Wapa was going along in the bush [until] he arrived at where we were and saw it: [It had 
been] dug out, the ground [had].’ 

The action discussed may or may not have finished. In example 16, it is safe to assume that Wapa was intending 
to walk further than he did before encountering the site mentioned. In example 17, the idea is that the mother 
had finished searching before she arrived at her destination. 
 17) J`m` v`lj`m`l `lo`x«dm` o`x,`shx«,do` mdll«e` xnj«do` --- 

his.mother in.garden for.kaukau search-DUR-FEM arrive sleep.FEM 
‘His mother was searching for kaukau in the garden [until] she arrived and slept and ...’ 

Example 17 also demonstrates that this paradigm, like that in section 2.2, takes an optional personal pronoun 
marker suffix.9 

This paradigm may appear in shortened form, especially when it is used in repeated one-word clauses. 
 18) V`x«st j`mj`x,`sh j`mj`x,`shx« ̀ lsnx`j`9 

bark.cooker cook-DUR cook-DUR he.saw.it 
  @hov`s` l«s` er`hmj` lo`s`m- 

torch afar shine come 
 ‘He was cooking his food wrapped in bark, cooking it [until] he saw it: A shining torch coming 
from afar.’ 

2.6 Prolonged action sequence 
 

 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,`s`mj`m`  ,`s`mj`v«r` 

2    

3 ,`s`mjhx«  ,`s`mj`ehx« 

Table 6: Prolonged action 

This paradigm is similar in form and meaning to the durative action paradigm in 2.5, but denotes more 
repetition. 
 19) S`o` mhv`o`s`mjhx« ms``sd- 

fire fire.die.REPDUR it.talks 
‘After going out repeatedly, the fire is burning.’ 

                                                           
9 We have never recorded an instance of a personal pronoun following the first-person non-singular form. 
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This paradigm is also similar to that in section 2.4 in that it involves repeated action; however this paradigm 
denotes action that is not leading towards, and may actually hinder,  the action in the final verb. It can be 
thought of as a habitual gnomic form used as a non-final verb. 

2.7 Action-motion sequence 
When preceding motion verbs, verbs that take either a ,x or an ,m suffix take a ,j` suffix, as shown in 

Table 7 and exemplified in 20-22.  

 

  Medial verb 

  Regular form Preceding motion verbs 

,m verbs ‘get up and ...’ m`er«e`m` m`er«e`mj` 

,x verbs ‘sit and ...’ nl`x` nl«j` 

Table 7: Action-motion juncture 

 The sense of the combination is that the actions are taking place by the same subject simultaneously (20b), 
though this is not necessarily the case (21b). 
 20a) Otr« m«x`s` nl`- 

drum play.SS.SIM sit 
‘He is sitting playing the hourglass drum.’ 

 b) Otr« m«,j` lo``sd- 
drum play-SS come.PRES 
‘He is coming playing the drum.’ 

 21a) M`er«e`m,` nl`xd- 
get.up-SS sit.IMPER 
‘Sit up.’ 

 b) @Ìe`d s`d ms`o`Ìs` m`er«e`m,j` ̀ v`j`- 
people voice utter.PUSQ get.up-SS go.SG.RP 
‘Because people were calling he got up and went.’ 

 c) J`mj` hv`d m`m,j` lo``sd- 
his food eat-SS 3SG.is.coming 
‘He is eating his food as he is coming.’ 

 22a) Nx« m`v`shx«nx« e`j`o&ns` nl`,x` `lsnx`j`r`9 --- 
M.DU go.DUR.M.DU at.base sit-SS they.saw.it 
‘They two (men) went on down and as they sat at the base [of the tree], they saw it: ...’ 

 b) Hm«j`vx` hÌe`x`v«s` d+ «e«,j` m`v`ms`- 
river flood.DS.FUT ANAPH bathe-SS we.will.go 
‘If the river is flooded, we’ll swim along.’ 

Example 20a shows the verb ‘played (the hourglass drum)’ as it is usually suffixed preceding a non-motion 
verb. Example 20b shows that it takes different suffixation when preceding a motion verb. Because ‘play’ takes 
an explicit simultaneous suffix when combined with ‘sit’, we have included example 21 to show contrastive 
combinations where the non-final verb takes the minimal affixation. It also demonstrates that the juncture 
cannot denote simultaneity, which one might infer from example 20, in that one must ‘get up’ before one can 
‘go’. Thus the denotation for the juncture must be some sort of “logical connection” appropriate for each 
combination of a verb plus a motion verb. 

2.8 Simultaneous action 
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 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,dm   

2  ,`s` ,`e` 

3    

Table 8:Simultaneous Action 

This paradigm denotes that the subject is performing two actions simultaneously. 
 23) Lm«« mde`s` lo``sd- 

rain rain.fall.SSSIM is.coming 
‘The rain is coming.’ 

 24) Sdls`mj«d9  Dsdm `v`s`s`hm`- 
this.they.say.to.him saying.that plant.IMPER.QM 
‘They say this to him: Plant it while you say that.’ 

Example 24 is from a text on garden magic, indicating that the magic formula is to be spoken at the same 
time the food is planted. 

3. DIFFERENT-REFERENT PARADIGMS 
Different-referent paradigms are also known as “Different Subject” or “Switch-Reference” paradigms 

because the grammatical subject of the following clause is different from that of the present clause. 

3.1 Sequential action 
3.1.1 Simple sequence 

 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,``j` ,``jv` 

2  ,``j`r` ,«j« 

3 ,`m   

Table 9: Simple sequential different referent 

This paradigm indicates that after the action of the first predicate is finished, the action of the second 
predicate will be performed by a different subject. The most common use of this paradigm is with the narrative 
connective dÌj`m ‘after that’,10 as in example 25. 

 25) `o«x` j`mj` v`lj`xhÌe«v` xnx`j`- DÌj`m m«r`Ìjnsn lo` 
close.eyes his knees.LOC slept after.that thief come 
‘He closed his eyes and went to sleep [with his head] on his knees. After that, a thief came and ...’ 

It is also used with more contentive verbs. 

                                                           
10 The form dÌj`m is somewhat enigmatic and may be analyzed as the (ana-)phoric marker d; (an) unknown segment(s) 

which deactivates the stop-voicing rule, symbolized by the Ì; an epenthetic j; and finally the TAM suffixation. Other 
forms using the same root are dx`s`m ‘while that was going on’ (on the alternation of k and y epentheses, see Section 4), 
dÌjv«s` ‘after that (in the future)’, and dÌj`o`Ìs` ‘because of that (punctiliar)’. While the similarly anaphoric dls`j` ‘he 
said that (which was just quoted)’ has a cataphoric counterpart temtaka ‘he said this (which will be quoted)’ and an 
interrogative mjdls`j` ‘what did he say?’, when I have attempted to use the forms sdÌj`m ‘after this’ and mjdÌj`m ‘after 
what?’ the response has been extreme perplexity on the part of the hearer, though analytical minds have been able to 
answer the question, (without, unfortunately, telling me how they would have asked it). 
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 26) J`lhjn e«h m`e«e`m V«hvn sdls`j`9 @v`d+ e«h  
Kamea road open.covering.DSSEQ coastal said no road  

  `m`j«rn mjn mhx«v`x`ms`m`- 
dangerous.LOC who? he.will.go.through.QM 
‘After the Kamea opened the door, the coastal said, “No, we shouldn’t go through a dangerous 
portal.’ 

This paradigm is also the most frequent choice for the complements of verbs of seeing, which construction is the 
most common way of marking high points of a narrative. 
 27) J`mj` nxnÌo` o`x`e«Ìs` `lsnx`j`9 @v`d+ x`jdmjn «l`m`j`m- 

her for.son search.around saw no thorny put.in.bag.DSSEQ 
‘She looked around for her son, then saw it: [Oh,] no! The thorny boy [was] put in the net bag.’ 

While example 27 could be rephrased as below in example 28, dislocating the clause to the right heightens the 
tension, much like cinematography which focuses on the terrified expression of the character before showing 
what she saw that frightened her. 
 28) ... o`x`e«Ìs` x`jdmjn «l`m`j`jnvd `lsnx`j`- 

... search.around thorny put.in.bag.NOMZR.M.U saw 
‘... looked around and saw the thorny boy [having been] put in the net bag.’ 

3.1.2 Punctiliar sequence 
,`o`Ìs` 

Table 10: Punctiliar sequence 

This paradigm is the same in all persons and numbers, and never takes a pronoun suffix. 
 29) Rnod m`m`s` nl`jhx« ``j`o` m`vx`o`Ìs` j`mj` rno` ls`m`o` 

tobacco eating sit fatigue do.to.him.PUSQ his tobacco roll 
   s`l``jvn odr`ln x`eh hjv`x«r`j`- 

on.hearth put cape spread.out 
‘After he had sat smoking for a while fatigue got to him, so he put his tobacco roll on the hearth 
and spread out his [sleeping] cape.’ 

This paradigm differs from that in 3.1.1 in that it denotes a causative or other logical connection between the 
two predicates. While clauses of this type could conceivably be part of an afterthought, as in example 31 (cf. the 
usual order in 30), it would never be right-dislocated, as in 32. 
 30) Lm«« mde`o`Ìs` ``jhxn nl«jnj`- 

rain rain.fall.PUSQ in.house I.sat 
‘It started raining, so I stayed in the house.’ 

 31) A`jhxn nl«jnj`+ lm«« mde`o`Ìs`- 
in.house I.sat rain rain.fall.PUSQ 
 ‘I stayed in the house - because it was raining[, that is].’ 

 32) *@lsnx`j`9 Lm«« mde`o`Ìs`- 
 he.saw rain rain.fall.PUSQ 
‘I saw it: It was raining.’ 

3.1.3 Durative sequence 
,``jdm` 

Table 11: Durative sequence 

This paradigm has the same usage as that in 3.1.2; to wit, it is the same in all persons and numbers, and 
never takes a pronoun suffix. The difference is that while punctiliar sequence deals with events taken as a whole 
unit, the durative sequence paradigm refers to predications that have been true over a length of time. 
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 33) Nm` mj«vx`d l`snm mdj``jdm` m`j` hv`d `ovd rdmjtm` o«r``sd- 
I magic not.sayer do.DURSEQ my food bad small grows 
‘Because I am one who doesn’t say magic my food grows [to be] bad and small.’ 

 34) Mhmhxns` s`d ms``jdm` dshmjno« lo`s`x``sd- 
by.radio voice speak.DURSEQ helicopter is.coming 

  O`sdhmh lo`s`x``sd+ mhmhxn mj«j`o` ms``jdm`- 
plane is.coming by.radio talk speak.DURSEQ 
‘Because they call over the radio the helicopter is coming. The plane is coming - [that is,] because 
they talk over the radio.’  

In our textual corpus all instances of this form occur in sentences where the final clause refers to something 
true in the present or future. 

3.2 Simultaneous action 
 

 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,`s``jv` 

',`j``jv`( 

2 

,`s``j` 

',
`j``j`( 

3 ,`s`m 

',`j`m( 

,`s``j`r` 

',
`j``j`r`( 

,`s«j« 

',
`j«j«( 

Table 12: Simultaneous action 
(Forms in parentheses are for stative verbs.) 

The paradigm in Table 12 can be analyzed as consisting of the simple sequence paradigm shown in section 
3.1.1 preceded by Í`s (,`j in stative verbs). It indicates that the action of the following clause takes place at the 
same time as that of the present clause. 
 35) Ms` r`r`lsd dsde,`j``j` `onj`- 

you unaware stand-DSSIM come.1SG.RECP 
‘I came while you were just standing there.’ 

 36) O`x« mj«mj` o«r`shx« «x`j«« x`l m`ls,`s`m 
chestnut walk.on.log go.up high up.there pick-DSSIM 

  `&e`d x«hmd lo`s`eh o`x«l «ll«e`j«- 
people many come chestnut.LOC block.PL.RP 
‘He climbed up the Tahitian chestnut tree [until] while he was high up there harvesting, a bunch of 
people came and blocked him at [the base of] the Tahitian chestnut tree.’ 

 37) M«h rnod m`m,`s``jv` 
we tobacco eat-DSSIM 

  Jdshrhxn j`m` o«hjdod `ljd l`m`vx`j`- 
Charis’ mother girl.U milk gave 
‘While we were smoking, Charis’ mother nursed her daughter.’ 

Like the simple sequence paradigm, it can be right-dislocated to heighten tension in a story. 
 38) Mn&e` `lsnx`j«9 ®xnj`v«l ln `l`l`jvd m`x,`s«j«- 

go.down.PL they.saw depression.LOC TOP polliwogs do-DSSIM 
‘They went down and saw it: There were polliwogs in the depression.’ 
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 39) ... j`r`jn m`v` dsde` `lsnx`j`+ j`h «s`o«j`on9 
... by.himself go stand he.saw he where.caught  

  @e«j` edo` mnx`o` m`m,`s`m- 
again other come.down eat-DSSIM 
‘... he went down alone, stood there, and saw it, where he had caught her: Again another had come 
down and was eating.’ 

3.3 Previous action 
 

,`l 

Table 13: Previous action 

This paradigm is used almost exclusively in right-dislocated and other explanatory clauses, and indicates 
that the action in the clause was completed before the action in the final clause. 
 40) D&j`hm« e`v`o` «s`l` odr` xnj«d «vh m`er«e`mj` 

right.then torso aside put sleep morning get.up 
  mn&e` `lsnx`j«9 @v`d+ j`mj` j`m`l m«e,`l- 

go.down they.saw no his father.U smite-PREVACT 
  D e`vd ed ln m`mj,`l- 

that ribs other TOP eat-PREVACT 
‘Right after that, they put the torso away and went to sleep, got up in the morning and went down 
and saw it: [Oh] no, they had killed his father. Also, they had eaten some of [his] ribs.’ 

 41) Dx`sde` rh l``mh `er`x`j`r`- Rh l``mh 
having.done.that small.game kuskus 3DU.extracted small.game kuskus  

  m`er`x`sde` `ljt `m`j`r`- J`mj` nxnm j`mt  
having.extracted secretly 3DU.ate his son.and his.mother.U  

  «v`l`ls«nx«+ j`m` v`lj`m`l `lo`x«dm` o`x`ms` m`v`l- 
not.informing.MDU his.mother garden.LOC for.kaukau will.search go.PREVACT 
‘Then they extracted a kuskus [from the trap]. They extracted the kuskus and secretly ate it. [He] 
and his son didn’t tell [the boy’s] mother, [since the boy’s] mother had gone to the garden to look 
for kaukau.’ 

The undergoer marking on ‘father’ in the dislocated clause in 40, as well as the fact that ‘go’ in 41 is an 
intransitive verb, shows that this is not some sort of passive construction as, e.g., ‘his father had been killed ... 
some of [his] ribs had been eaten’. As the glosses indicate, it corresponds roughly to the English pluperfect. 

This form is rarely used as a regular non-final clause 
 42) Am` `tjvn l`s`l mnx`s`v«h O«r` x`j`on `ms`jdx` nl`x` --- 

still sun not.shine.PREVACT go.down.1NS.DUR *** yonder on.rocks sit.SEQ 
‘While the sun still had not shone, we went down and yonder at Päsa we sat on the rocks and ...’ 

4. SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

4.1 Intentive/purposive 
This construction consists of an action verb in the intentive construction11 and either a motion verb or m`x, 

‘do’, and indicates that the subject is respectively either moving to another place intending to do something 
when he arrives (examples 43, 44, and 45), or simply getting ready to do something (46). 

                                                           
11 The intentive construction is used as a sentence-final verb indicating a predication that the speaker expects to be true that 

day. 
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 43) L`m`j«s`ms`e` lo«s«- 
visit.INT.3PL come.3PL.PRES 
‘They are coming to visit.’ 

 44) Rdm` o`x`ms` `vnm- 
game.OBL search.INT.3SG go.3SG.RECP 
‘He went to search for game.’ 

 45) M`j` v`ljd ho«Ìjd mdjv«s` «e`x`ls` mtls`- 
my work finished after.doing.DS bathe.INT.1SG go.INT.1SG 
‘After my work is finished I will go swimming.’ 

 46) Hm«j`v«l mnx`ms` m`x`s`m j`mj` nxn m`er«e`m`sde` sdls`j`9 
watercourse.LOC go.down.INT.3SG do.DSSIM her son arise.COMP say.RP.SG  

  M`mjn+ mj`lm`m`> 
mother to.where.QM 
‘As she was getting ready to go down into the river, her son stood up and said, “Mother, 
whither?”’ 

The paradigm for the intentive construction is given in Table 14. 

 

 Singular Dual Plural 

1st Person ,`ms` 

2nd Person 

,`ls` 

3rd Person ,`ms` 

,hms« 

,`ms`e` 

Table 14: Intentive TAM 

While the forms in 43-45 require that both verbs have the same subject, a related form allows for the subject 
of the final verb to be acting to bring about the action of the non-final verb by himself (examples 47-48) or by 
another actor (49). 
 47) M«r`l`hmh `m` hjv`x«r`msdm` x`eh l`j`x`s`ln `Ìe`n 

N** still spread.INT.PURP cape pull.DUR.SEQ.SS.M person 
  x`etstl«x`s`eh odr`j`vd `lsnÌon --- 

wrap.DUR.SS put.NOMZR.M.U see.SS.SEQ.M 
‘While Näsamaini was still pulling out his cape so he could spread it out, he saw a person that 
they had wrapped up and put there, and he …’ 

 48) M«e`ms`edm` o`x«l e`j`o&n x`j`l ``jh `l`j`j«- 
strike.INT.PURP chestnut.tree.POSS base.LOC there house build.3PL.RP 
‘They built a house there at the base of the Tahitian chestnut tree in order to (be able to) kill 
him.’ 

 49) Dod v`m`e`o` m``j`o` m`x`sdm` mj«vx`d m`ls`lshj`- 
3.SG.FEM.POSS spirit good do.DUR.PURP incantation say.3U.2SG.CONT 
‘For her to be happy you say an incantation to her.’ 

There are two paradigms for the non-final verb suffixation in this construction. The first, as in Table 15, is 
for intended purposes that are in the non-immediate future: 

 
 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,`ldm` ,`sdm` ,`sdm` 

2  ,`&edm` 

3 

,`sdm` 

  

Table 15: Distant purposive 
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The other paradigm, found in Table 16, is very similar to the intentive final paradigm (see Appendices), and 
is for events which are purposed to happen in the immediate future. 

 
 Singular Dual Plural 

1 ,`lsdm` ,hmsdm` ,`msdm` 

2   ,`ms`edm` 

3 ,`msdm`   

Table 16: Immediate purposive 

4.2 Contrary-to-fact 
Contrary-to-fact constructions consist of a clause the verb of which is suffixed by ,dx«, followed by a final 

clause constructed as a polar question. 
 50a) V``jv«h m`x,dx« ms`,vnj`- 

no.rain do-CF PQ-go.1SG.RECP 
‘Had it been good weather, I would have gone.’ 

 b) Lm«« lded m`x,dx« ms`vnj`- 
rain not.rain do-..CF PQ-go.1SG.RECP 
‘Had it not rained, I would have gone.’ 

 51) Mm` `ehx«vnm m`x`j``j` `m`l m`x,dx« 
I I.old do.1SG.DS nonexistent do-CF 

  mj«vx`d s«ho`mxd ms,`x`j`- 
magic tell.me PQ-do.RP 
‘If I had been old when he died, he would have told me [how to do] magic.’ 

Examples 51 and 50 show that this construction may be either same-referent or different-referent.  

Quotations treat this construction as two separate final clauses. Example 52 shows how the quote formula 
marker (QM) follows all sentences. 
 52) D&j`m sdls`jv`9 X«er«,m`- Dx«h m``jdx«h,m`- Dx«hmt 

then utter.3U.1NS.RP well-QM 2FEMPL good.2FEMPL-QM 2FEMPL.only  
  nl`x`&e`h,m`- Sdm«h e`m`e`m`d m`x«dm«h x«er« m`v`ms«hjv`,m`- 

sit.IMPER.FUT-QM 1FEMPL sins do.1FEMPL well go.CONT.1NS-QM 
‘Then we said this to them: “Fine. You are good [people]. You only stay here. We who have 
commited sin can go.”’ 

 53) J`mj` l`x«l sdls`j`9 V«x`on sn m`ms««e` m`m`ls`s`,m`> 
her daughter.U say.3U.RP eel this take.from.me.SS eat.INT.PQ.QM 
‘She said this to her daughter: “Do you want to take this eel from me and eat it?”’ 

Example 53 shows that the quote formula marker does not follow non-final verbs, in this case m`ms««e` ‘take 
from me and ...’. Note, however, that when an entire contrary-to-fact sentence appears in a quotation, both 
clauses are marked with the quote formula. 
 54) --- sdls`j`9 --- Ms` «s`o«Ìo`m«x` l`xd m`x,dx«,m` m«h ln  

 say.3U.SG.RP  you hold.us.back not.do do-CF-QM we TOP 
  ehÌs« e`o`Ìj« m`v`s`v«r` hv«d lo`x`l` `e«j` msdll«e«hv`,m`- 

removed.time twice go.1NS.DUR food buy.SS.SEQ again arrive.1NS.RECP.PQ-QM 
‘... he said this to him: ... If you hadn’t held us back, we already could have gone, bought food, and 
arrived back twice.’ 

The first vowel of the contrary-to-fact suffix is in fact the plural morpheme d and can be replaced by a 
personal pronoun suffix, as shown in example 55. 
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 55) M`j` `o«jhxn z`j«s,dx« . `j«s,nj`,x«| ms`s`enj`- 
my wife.U  hold-CF  hold-2SGM-CF strike.2SGU.1SG.RECP.PQ 
‘If you had touched my wife, I would have killed you.’ 

4.3 Process 
This construction consists of a verb in the intentive construction (see Table 14), followed by an auxiliary 

verb, the letter l, the nominalizer `,12 and a personal pronoun suffix. It denotes that the action of the first clause 
results in the action of the second.  
 56) M«r`Ìjnsn lo` ljvd m`lm`ms` mh,l,`,n 

thief come sugarcane harvest.3SG.INT AUX-?-NOMZR-M  
  e`e`j`o` dÌs«`o` `er«e`j`- 

base whole raise.SG.RP 
‘The thief came and when he was harvesting sugar cane, he pulled out the whole [thing including 
the] base.’ 

In this case, because the thief was harvesting by breaking or cutting the canes off above the ground, one 
particular sugar cane came up, roots and all. The cause-and-effect relationship is perhaps clearer in example 57, 
where it is used as a switch-reference device in a text about garden practices. 
 57) @xnj« ohx`ms` mh,l,«,« hv`d xnsd s`Ìs«h ohx`ls`x`- 

tanget go.up.3SG.INT AUX-?-NOMZR-CM food soon quickly go.up.3SG.CONT 
‘When the tanget grows, the food will soon grow quickly.’ 

Here the tanget is planted in order to make the food grow.. 

4.4 Frustrated intention 
This construction consists of a verb suffixed by the intentive paradigm followed by the form m`x«, , which 

is a nominalized form of the verb ‘do’, followed by a personal pronoun suffix, as in example 58. 
 58) Lo`ls` m`x,`,nm lm«« mde`s`m nl«jnj`- 

come.1SG.INT do-NOMZR-1SGM rain fall.DUR.DS sit.1SG.RECP 
‘I was going to come, but I stayed [home] because it was raining.’ 

A more literal gloss would read, ‘I who was one intending to come ...’. 

4.5 Unrealized intention 
This construction consists of a verb with intentive suffixation followed by mhj«,, which is a nominalized 

form of a verb only used as an auxiliary, and a personal pronoun suffix, as shown in example 59. 
 59) @on nl«ls` mh,j,`,dm- 

there sit.1SG.INT AUX-?-NOMZR-1SGFEM 
‘I was intending to sit there.’ 

Example 59 was spoken by a woman when she was offered a seat that she was getting ready to sit down in 
anyway. 

                                                           
12 The nominalizer a realizes as ä before the noun class markers ,`o`, ,`v`, ,`xh, ,`m`, ,« and ,h. 
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Appendices 

Personal pronouns 
These forms appear as both free and bound forms. 

 

  Singular Dual Plural 

1 MASC nm nx«h nm«h 

 FEM 

(MIXED) 
dm do`x«h dm«h 

`e`m«h 

2 MASC nj` nx«j` `v«h 

 FEM 

(MIXED) 
do«j` do`x«j` dx«h 

`e«h 

3 MASC n nx« `v` 

 FEM 

(MIXED) 
do` do`x« d 

`e` 

Table 17: Personal pronouns 
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